28 June: Events @ The Village

28 June: Global Engagement Day Side Events @ The Village

11:00 - 11:45

Investing Early: Transforming Early Childhood Education
By Theirworld
Action Track 2

12:15 - 13:00

Empowering 25 Million Girls and Young Women to Become Technology and AI Ecopreneurs
By Technovation
Action Track 2

12:15-13:00

Council of Europe Observatory on History Teaching in Europe and HISTOLAB
By OHTE
Action Track 3

13:15 – 14:00

**Every Adolescent Girl in Africa Completing Secondary School, Safe, Strong, Empowered: Time for Education Plus**

By UNAIDS

Action Track 1

13:15 – 14:15

**Turn it around: Youth Visions of Education Futures**

By Arizona University

Youth Hub

14:15 – 15:00

**Networks Collaborating on Emblematic Days for action to transform Education!**

By Learning planet institute

Youth Hub

15:15-16:00

**Young Children's Education in Humanitarian Settings**

By Moving Minds Alliance

Action Track 1